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CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET NEWS
(News No.52)
1. Focus of Financial Information and Market
What’s latest news and headlines around the world related to the state of the global economy? Follow this crypto currencies newsletter to
get all updates.
 Fed Ready to 'Act as Appropriate' to Support Economy
 White House Considering Direct Purchases of U.S. Mined Uranium
 U.S.-China trade conflict could take years to resolve
 Trump's trade war diverged views of Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and the IMF on China's Yuan.
 Gold posts a loss for the session and week as Powell eases worries about the economy
 Oil Posts Biggest Weekly Gain Since July on U.S. Fed Reassurance
 JPMorgan Warns Stablecoins Like Libra at Risk of ‘System Gridlock
 Fed Chair Says Agency Monitoring Crypto But Not Developing Its Own
 Telegram Releases TON Testnet Explorer and Node Software
 Maltese Financial Regulator Will Actively Monitor Cryptocurrency Firms
 Announce the withdrawal of IZI on September.

WORLD NEWS

The Degree of Influence

Modest August Job Growth Shows Economy Expanding, but Slowly
Employers added 130,000 nonfarm jobs, jobless rate held steady at 3.7%
The U.S. economy added 130,000 payrolls in August, the Labor Department reported Friday, and has
averaged 156,000 new jobs a month over the past three. That was down from average growth of
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190,000 a month in the eight years since employment started picking up after the last recession. The

Neutral

August tally was propped up in part by the addition of 25,000 temporary Census Bureau workers by
the U.S. government, while estimates of payrolls in July and June were revised down.
The pay is holding up after slowing a bit in the spring. Average hourly earnings climbed 3.2% from
August 2018, enough to keep worker earnings well above the inflation rate. The pay measure has now
been above the 3% threshold for more than a year after lagging for much of the expansion.
Fed Ready to 'Act as Appropriate' to Support Economy
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell downplayed expectations for a recession in the U.S., but
reiterated that the central bank would continue to “act as appropriate” to support the expansion.
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"Recession is not a likely outcome for the U.S. or the global economy," Powell said. He saw the most
likely case was for the United States to continue to see moderate growth.
Businesses want certainty that their supply chain is secure as lack of visibility on trade policies is
causing some companies to hold back on investment, he said.

Positive (+)

Powell said he was committed to defending the Fed's 2% inflation target to avoid prolonged slowing
in price pressures.
The S&P 500 was up 0.15%, Dow up 0.30% and NASDAQ Composite down 0.08%.
White House Considering Direct Purchases of U.S. Mined Uranium
The White House is considering a plan that would have the government directly purchase uranium
from U.S. producers as it contemplates ways to revive the flagging domestic mining industry.
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A group set up by President Donald Trump to study the issue is considering a request by the nuclear

Neutral

industry to use the Defense Production Act, a 68-year-old Cold War-era statute once invoked by
President Harry Truman to help the steel industry. The plan calls for requiring the government to buy
American uranium to replenish their stockpiles and for other purposes, Paul Goranson, chief operating
officer for Energy Fuels Inc., said in an interview.
U.S.-China trade conflict could take years to resolve
White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow said on Friday the United States wants “near term”
results from U.S.-China trade talks in September and October but cautioned that the trade conflict
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could take years to resolve.
Speaking to reporters outside the White House, Kudlow said that although the United States and
China have been negotiating on trade and intellectual property issues for 18 months, that was a short
period of time in terms of what was at stake and negotiations could go on much longer.

Positive (+)

A deal of this size and scope and central global importance, I don’t think 18 months is a very long
time,” Kudlow said.
“The stakes are so high, we have to get it right, and if that takes a decade, so be it,” Kudlow added,
drawing parallels to U.S. Cold War competition against the Soviet Union.
But in confirming talks between high-level U.S. and Chinese officials in early October, Kudlow
declined to predict outcomes or a specific timeline for reaching any agreements.
Trump's trade war diverged views of Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and the IMF on
China's Yuan.
President Donald Trump’s trade war with China is threatening to draw one of the global economy’s
neutral referees into the fray: the International Monetary Fund.
As part of his campaign to pressure Beijing into changing its trade practices, Trump last month
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formally declared China a currency manipulator. But in a move that risks undermining the IMF’s
place as an arbiter for sound economic policy, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has also been
quietly pushing the fund to endorse its view—just weeks after the IMF found China’s yuan was fairly
valued and declared there was no evidence of manipulation by Beijing, according to people familiar
with the matter.
The decision by the U.S., the IMF’s largest shareholder, is putting new pressure on the institution as
it undergoes a sensitive leadership transition following Christine Lagarde’s departure for the

Positive (+)

European Central Bank. It also adds another point of tension to Trump’s more than year-long assault
on the global trading system
Gold posts a loss for the session and week as Powell eases worries about the economy
In a speech Friday, however, Powell said the job report is a sign of continued strength in the labor
market. He also said the outlook for the economy remains favorable and the Federal Reserve is “not
forecasting or expecting a recession.”
December gold GCZ19, -0.69% fell $10, or 0.7%, to settle at $1,515.50 an ounce on Comex, after
trading as high as $1,536.20. For the week, the most-active contract fell about 0.9%, according to
FactSet data.
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Bullion fell 2.2% on Thursday to settle at a two-week low, marking their biggest single-session
percentage decline since June 15, 2018, and largest daily dollar loss since Nov. 11, 2016, according
to Dow Jones Market Data.
MarketWatch columnist Mark Hulbert declared Thursday’s slide the beginning of a steeper retreat
for gold.
Meanwhile, December silver SIZ19, -2.86% settled lower, losing 68.8 cents, or 3.7%, to $18.119 an
ounce, turning lower by 1.2% for the week. That follows a 3.8% tumble Thursday for gold’s sister
metal, marking the most-active contract’s largest one-day dollar and percentage decline in more than
a year.

Negative (-)

Oil Posts Biggest Weekly Gain Since July on U.S. Fed Reassurance
Oil posted the biggest weekly gain since July as Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell sought to
calm fears of a possible recession following a lackluster jobs report that was seen as dimming the
demand outlook.
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Futures in New York rose 0.4% Friday, erasing earlier losses. Powell said the most likely outlook for
the U.S. and world economy is continued moderate growth, but the central bank was monitoring
“significant risks.” The market also drew support from a U.S. report that showed the rig count had
declined for the third week, implying a slowdown in domestic oil production.
Global benchmark Brent crude was up 52 cents, or 0.9%, at $61.47 a barrel, while U.S. West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude rose 22 cents, or 0.4%, to settle at at $56.52.

Negative (-)
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JPMorgan Warns Stablecoins Like Libra at Risk of ‘System Gridlock
The new breed of stablecoins led by Facebook’s Libra could be vulnerable to failure in periods of
network stress.
According to an analysis from JPMorgan released on Sept. 5, they lack the short-term liquidity of
other payments systems, so usage could grow faster than the network can safely support.
In a note to clients, analysts highlighted the potential for substantial growth in stablecoin payment
systems like Libra.
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Negative (-)

But JPMorgan urges caution if the networks become responsible for a significant proportion of global
transaction activity. The note explains:
“As currently designed and proposed, they do not take into account the microstructure of operating
such a payment system. The risk of payment system gridlock, particularly during periods of stress,
could have serious macroeconomic consequences.”
Another risk pointed out in the note was that of negative yields. Libra will rely on income from
collateral in its reserve account of fiat currencies. However, yields on most major currencies are
already negative, and trends point to further global monetary easing.
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Giant Whale Transaction Moves Nearly $1B Worth of Bitcoin (BTC)

Neutral

A “whale-sized” transaction passed on the Bitcoin network, moving 94,504 Bitcoin (BTC), worth
nearly $1 billion by current prices. The transaction collected the sum from multiple unknown
addresses, and aggregated it on one address.
The whale in question paid around $700 to move the sum. Transactions like that are not unusual on
the Bitcoin network, but usually belong to exchanges moving funds to different wallets.
Fed Chair Says Agency Monitoring Crypto But Not Developing Its Own
Chairman of the United States Federal Reserve Jerome Powell said that the United States Federal
Reserve is monitoring digital currencies carefully, but not working on its own at the moment.
peaking at a forum in Zurich, Switzerland, on Sept. 6, Powell addressed the issue of cryptocurrencies,
arguing that central banks would likely will not release their own digital currency in the near future.
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Powell added that cryptocurrencies raise a range of concerns including cyber security issues:

Positive (+)

"If you think about one currency that was for the United States, it would really need to be cyber secure
because it's one thing to be able to counterfeit paper currency, it's another thing to hack into a cyber
currency and create, with a computer, however much of it you want."
In July, Powell acknowledged the possibility of a preeminent cryptocurrency redrawing the current
financial landscape — yet noted that as of yet, this has fell short of becoming a reality.
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Telegram Releases TON Testnet Explorer and Node Software

Positive (+)

The encrypted instant messaging service Telegram has released the Telegram Open Network (TON)
testnet explorer and node software.
On Sept. 6, Telegram released its Telegram Open Network (TON) testnet explorer and node software
on its website, two months ahead of its planned launch of the Gram digital currency.
As Cointelegraph reported on Aug. 28, three anonymous investors in Telegram’s $1.7 billion private
initial coin offering had said that Telegram confirmed it would issue the first Gram tokens by October.
The investors added at the time that the long-term goal for executives is to make Gram available to
all of Telegram’s roughly 300 million users.
According to Russian news outlet Vedomosti, who quoted an anonymous TON investor, TON’s node
software and all relevant documentation was to be released to the public on Sept. 1. This first version
of the blockchain is expected to feature sharding and various functional consensus mechanisms, the
source added
As Cointelegraph previously reported, Telegram launched a private beta testing of the TON
blockchain to a limited number of global developers in April. Two anonymous testers revealed at the
time that the blockchain demonstrated an extremely high transaction speed
Maltese Financial Regulator Will Actively Monitor Cryptocurrency Firms
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The Malta Financial Services Authority (MFSA) says in its recently published strategic plan that it
will actively monitor and manage business-related risks related to cryptocurrency firms.

Positive (+)

On Sept. 6, the MFSA published its three-year strategic plan for 2019–2021 which states the Malta
financial regulator will strive to modernize their regulatory approach to be one step ahead of industry
developments.
Facebook Hires on New Lobbyists for Libra Stablecoin Project
Social media giant Facebook has hired two more lobbyists to aid the release of its forthcoming Libra
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stablecoin.
As Bloomberg reported on Sept. 5, lobbying disclosures filed earlier this week revealed that William
Hollier, the president of legislative and regulatory counseling firm Hollier Associates LLC, began
lobbying for Facebook on blockchain policy, among other matters, in late August

Positive (+)
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Summary of important events:
1. Plan to open deposit on Coineal.com on October 10, 2019
1

2. Close synchronization of Airdrop and Bounty Global balances from July 20, 2019 to November

Positive (+)

2019, pay 20% per month.
3. Airdrop V2 program at: https://t.me/IZIChainNetworkAirdropV2Bot
❤️❤️We are happy to announce the withdrawal of IZI on September.❤️❤️👇👇
✅ Go to: https://www.izichain.io/withdrawal.html
✅ Amount paid: 20% on September.
Pay 20% per month to November 2019
✅ Because the amount paid is only 20% in the number of bounty and airdrop, so the
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withdrawal is only valid for early registration accounts. The remaining accounts will receive
a message "Withdrawal service has been temporarily suspended"
✅ Withdrawal requires you have must KYC: https://www.izichain.io/kyc.html
✅ The orders with "wait approval" status have been recorded and processed, and upon
successful confirmation we will email you.

Positive (+)

➡️ Add ERC20 Token
Contract: 0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed
Name: IZIChain
Symbol: IZI
Decimals: 4
We recommend the following wallets: Trust Wallet, MyEtherWallet, Parity, MetaMask,
Mist, imToken (iOS & Android)
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed

2.Comparison Table for summary of important product

Comparison Table ( In USD)

10,317.00

The price of the
previous day
10,578.73

Ethereum

169.35

174.03

-2.69%

Brent Oil Futures

61.62

60.95

1.10%

Crude Oil WTI Futures

56.7

56.3

0.71%

Gold

1,515.30

1,525.50

-0.67%

Dow Jones

26,797.46

26,728.15

0.26%

USD Index

98.377

98.382

-0.01%

Name of Product
Bitcoin

Current Price

Change
-2.47%

Note

3. CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET COMMENT
BTC

1st Support Level (Long term)

$6,800-7,200

1st Resistance Level ( day)

$15,000-$17,200

2nd Support Level (week)

$7,700

2nd Resistance Level ( week)

$13,500-$15,000

3rd Support Level (day)

$8,000-8,500

3rd Resistance Level ( Long term)

$12,000-$13,500

4th Support Level (short term)

$9,000-$9,500

4th Resistance Level ( Long term)

$10,000-$12,000

- After a failure of conquering the $ 10,800 threshold, along with negative comments on the Fed's cryptocurrency field, BTC was
strongly dumped yesterday. It reacted a red candle with an upper candlestick longer than the lower one, combined with the big
trading volume, this could be the profit-taking phase of short-term investors in order to preserve capital against market disadvantages.
- The positive point is that the price of BTC is still above the $ 10,200 level and it is supported by a fairly strong psychological in
the $ 10,000 zone.
- However, the current price of BTC is not a reasonable entry point for medium-term investors.
- In the next short term trend, BTC will fluctuate sideways around $ 10,000- $11,000.
Recommendation:
-

The short-term investor can have swing trading as recommendation. (Buy : $10,000 & Sell: $10,500-11,000).

-

Long-term investors: should continue to observe for signs of bullish reversal in the medium and long term.

ETH

1st Support Level (Long term)

$146

1st Resistance Level ( day)

$320-370

2nd Support Level (week)

$164

2nd Resistance Level ( week)

$290-320

3rd Support Level (day)

$180

3rd Resistance Level ( Long term)

$255-290

4th Support Level (short term)

$190

4th Resistance Level ( Long term)

$220-255

- ETH is still affected by the $ 180 zone after falling out of this zone.
- The weak buying force combines with the negative news of the world market made the ETH price continue to maintain the
downtrend. The possibility of ETH breaking out of $ 180 during the week is unlikely
- The short-term trend will remain below $ 220. Starting to consider the mid-term and the long term, in case of ETH breaks out of
$ 220 and sustains above this,
Recommendation:
- Short-term investors can have swing trading around SL&RL respectively. (Buy $164 – Sell $180).
- Long-term investors: Long-term investors: should not open positions at this time, should observe the signals of long-tern uptrend.

4. GENERAL INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS :
- Short-term investors may have the swing trading within range of the SL &RL as analyzed above.
- Long-term investors should continue to observe the cash flow and signals that the uptrend will return.
- The weak buying force and the negative factors of the world economy affected the cryptocurrency market in general and BTC and ETH in
particular.
- BTC may continue to retest the previous SL area and may continue to decrease to retest the short-term trough in the near future. Confirming
the price round $ 9,100 is necessary for increasing of price in the future. If the price breaks out of the $ 9,100 zone, then the $ 8,000 - $8,800
area is likely to be the next SL zone.

CONTACT:
Website: https://www.izichain.io
Newsletters: https://www.izichain.network/newsletters.html
Twitter: https://twitter.com/chain_izi
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/izichainnetwork/
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMR_QEUHAOUteFFaeLAKgdQ
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/izichainnetwork/
Medium: https://medium.com/@izichainnetwork
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel
Telegram Global: https://t.me/izichainnetwork
Telegram Network Global: https://t.me/izichainnetworkglobal
Telegram Vietnam: https://t.me/izichainvietnam
Telegram Indonesia: https://t.me/izichainindonesia
Telegram Philippines: https://t.me/izichainphilippine
Telegram Indian: https://t.me/izichainindia
Telegram Bangladesh: https://t.me/izichainbangladesh
Telegram Persian: https://t.me/izichainiran
Telegram Turkey: https://t.me/izichainturkey
Telegram Africa: https://t.me/izichainafrica
Telegram Russian: https://t.me/izichainrussian

Market channel:
Coineal:
http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT
https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html
ZBG:
https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_zt
https://www.zbg.com/trade/izi_usdt

Market information:
Coinmarketcap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/
Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain
Coincodex: https://coincodex.com/crypto/izichain/
Livecoinwatch: https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/IZIChain-IZI
Whitepaper: https://whitepaper.io/coin/izichain

The prediction of third channels:
https://walletinvestor.com/forecast/izichain-prediction
https://digitalcoinprice.com/forecast/izichain
Etherscan:
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed
NOTICE:
- This newsletter is produced by the IZIChain, released daily to you hang. This message provides information and ideas is only for
reference purposes.
- This message no intention and purpose constitute financial advice, investment, transaction, or any other advice. This message not to
be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any currencies. Information and comments do not mean to endorse or
recommend any cryptocurrencies or other investment vehicles based on mass media. IZIChain tried in the scope may use the
information complete and reliable, but we have not confirmed the information given is absolutely correct and complete.
- The reader should also note that unless otherwise stated, the IZIChain and 3rd party data provider does not warrant the accuracy,
completeness and timeliness of the data that we provide and will is not responsible for any damage related to the use of these data is
guaranteed the right common , partial or whole this newsletter are not corrected, reproduced in any form without the consent in
writing of IZIChain. Sincerely thank customers.

